CORPORATE PROPERTY & CASUALTY
In today’s rapidly-changing environment, large industries are facing new challenges. From the integration of the steel industry to the massive investments of car manufacturers in South America and Asia, from supply chain complexity to the threat of cyber risks, from the issues created by more stringent laws and regulations to those surrounding rapid acquisitions and divestments, companies throughout the world require innovative, tailor-made solutions to manage their risks.

**A RECOGNIZED LONG-TERM PLAYER**
With over 40 years’ experience of meeting insurance needs and accompanying the growth of corporate clients, SCOR Business Solutions’ Corporate Property & Casualty (CPC) is ideally placed to provide customized risk transfer solutions. We have developed genuine long-term partnerships with our clients, in order to build innovative solutions that accompany the life and development of their activities.

**A UNIQUE MULTI-EXPERTISE TEAM**
We believe in experience, and we believe in expertise. Thanks to our unique team of experienced experts, who combine solid technical engineering backgrounds with in-depth knowledge of insurance techniques, we share a common language with our clients. Working closely with our specialized underwriters, we can propose complex and diversified solutions for a wide range of products, from traditional lines of business to more technical products. On the basis of their deep expertise in their own segment, our industry experts develop underwriting policies in core industries (Automotive, High Tech, Aerospace & Defence, Metals, Pharmaceuticals & Fine Chemicals, Pulp & Paper) for the sake of a consistent process throughout SCOR Business Solutions. We also mobilize all SCOR Business Solutions specialized resources to bring valuable answers to our clients’ needs for products such as E&O, CAR/EAR or ARF.

**GLOBAL OVERVIEW, LOCAL KNOW-HOW**
Our underwriting of large corporate risks relies on strong local market knowledge, supported by a network of underwriters with wide-ranging international backgrounds. Our close proximity to markets and clients is crucial for us in order to anticipate market developments, to seize underwriting opportunities and to create customized solutions for our clients. Our unique approach relies on combining our local market presence with a global overview and mindset, leveraging synergies between different regional markets. The global reach, experience and knowledge of SCOR Business Solutions’ Corporate Property & Casualty translates into high value-added services and products.

**A DEDICATED SERVICE**
The Corporate Property & Casualty underwriters of our 12 offices actively participate in major industry conferences and regularly organize technical seminars. Increased awareness and understanding of the risks of tomorrow can only lead to greater mitigation of such risks. Corporate Property & Casualty is actively supported by transverse technical units such as actuarial pricing, underwriting management, risk modelling, and strategy & marketing, all of which add significant value to our servicing and products. Last but not least, the close cooperation between CPC’s underwriters and our Claims department optimizes our claims handling approach, which drives to more timely and pro-active claims settlements.
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